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To the extent possible, effort has been made to preserve the quality of the spoken word in this written adaptation.

When I graduated from seminary, the speaker at commencement was a pastor who told of an 
early experience in ministry that shaped his preaching.  He moved to his first congregation and 
into a home next door to an elder in the church, a retired U.S. Army general, who eventually 
became like a second father to him, a source of wisdom and encouragement.1   On a hot August 
Sunday in Hinesville on the coast of Georgia, this young pastor preached a magnificent sermon, 
duly footnoted, properly exegeted, on “The Bodily Resurrection of Christ.”  Being unable to 
exhaust his wisdom on the subject in the sermon, he had also prepared a twenty-eight-page 
paper on the bodily resurrection of Christ which the ushers distributed to the congregation as it 
left the sanctuary.  As people passed by the young pastor at the door, he remembered that they 
nervously shook his hand, while clinging to their papers as they hurried by.

That same afternoon, General Frazier called and asked the young pastor to join him for breakfast 
Monday morning at the Georgian Terrace Café.  They met and as they ate, the general was very 
encouraging.  He said, “Hinesville has never seen such a hard-working preacher, and everyone 
is so proud and pleased that you have come to their town as their pastor.”  The young pastor 
thanked him for his kindness, thinking privately it was obvious why he was a general.  He was 
so perceptive and wise!  The general went on to say, “In my judgment, in my lifetime I have 
never heard of a smarter preacher.”  Again, the young pastor thanked him for his kindness and 
wished he could add another star to his friend’s rank.  Then the general said, “I want to talk to 
you about your preaching.  We don’t need all these alternatives you’re giving us.”

Now consider the scene here: a twenty-five-year-old preacher is about to give this sixty-five- 
year old, three-star general a piece of his mind.  The young pastor said, “General, I have the 
courage of my convictions and as long as I am your pastor, I am going to make people think.”  
The general put down his fork and knife and looked him straight in the eye and said, “Son, let 
me put it to you in another way.  You are boring us to death!”  That message cut right through 
his defenses – and it transformed his ministry.  

Sensing the general was really a friend, the young man asked, “What do you think I should do?”  
“Well,” said the general, “I would not presume to tell you what to do but I have a suggestion.  

1   Harrington, Frank W., “Convictions, Climate, Central Task of Ministry” (The Princeton Seminary Bulletin Vol. IX, Number 3 
New Series 1988) p.163
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You remember yesterday in worship as you preached that the Caines’ family, Willard, Margie, 
and their four children were seated on a pew right down in front?  You know Willard runs the 
filling station just across the courthouse square.  I would think when you stand up to preach 
that you ought to ask yourself the question, ‘Will what I say today help Willard Caines pump 
gas on Monday morning?’”

That young preacher learned that the Gospel of Christ can and must engage real life — life filled 
with joy and pain, uncertainty and struggle, success and failure, discouragement and difficulty.  
He went on to serve several more churches and, at the time of his death, he was the pastor of 
the largest church in the Presbyterian denomination.  Rev. Dr. Frank Harrington was the pastor 
of the Peachtree Presbyterian Church in Atlanta, Georgia.

Every preacher has to learn that context matters.  What works in a seminary class doesn’t always 
work in a congregation.  Preachers have to begin by listening to the context and relying upon 
trusted interpreters, like the General. 

During this pandemic, our context has changed.  I’m preaching to a camera and you’re all 
adapting to new schedules, working from home, wearing many hats, teaching your children, 
adjusting to a reduced world.  Like Willard and Margie Caines, we need ideas that help us figure 
out how to function on Monday mornings.  Many of us are looking for insight into how we can 
live in this changing, sometimes boring and anxiety-producing world.  But while we may not 
need a 28-page paper on the bodily resurrection of Christ, we still need a strong foundation for 
moral action in the world.  Good ethics depends upon solid foundations.

Perhaps you read the recent article in the Wall Street Journal by Rebecca Goldstein, entitled “What 
Would Aristotle Do in a Pandemic?”   She reflects upon our current crisis through a philosophical 
and historical lens.  She writes, “Though Covid-19 is unique in many ways, plague and pestilence 
are as old as humanity, as are the tensions between the rights and interests of individuals and 
those of the community. Great minds have pondered these tensions for millennia, and we can 
learn from the best of them: 

Immanuel Kant . . . held that certain acts were intrinsically right, others intrinsically 
wrong, independent of their consequences, which are often too complicated for us to 
calculate. So how do we tell whether an act is intrinsically worthy? Kant offers two 
tests. The first is universalization. Behind each act lurks a hidden maxim that tacitly 
governs the person’s decision to carry out the act. For Kant, we judge an act’s moral 
worth by seeing whether its maxim could be universalized as a rule for all to follow. 
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Consider the panic buying that the pandemic has prompted. The person who buys a few 
extra rolls of toilet paper in fear of a shortage is not, by that very act, harming anyone. 
But he or she is acting on the maxim that if there’s a potential shortage, stock up. The 
rule flunks the universalization test. Regardless of the commodity, when everyone 
hoards it, it creates the very shortage that people are hedging against.  According to 
Kant, tempering a person’s self-interest with recognition of the self-interest of others is 
fundamental to moral action in the world.”  In other words, act in ways that if everyone 
acted that way (universalization principle) the world would be a much better place.2  

That’s useful philosophy and just might help Willard and Margie Caines when they go to the 
grocery story on Monday morning.   
 
Acts 17 provides us with insight into Paul’s strategy for interacting with the surrounding cultural 
context.  Paul engages the philosophers in the center for learning in the ancient world.  But he 
begins by finding a point of connection, a shared beginning or common ground with his listeners.  
There’s an old maxim that speakers have heard before: “They won’t care what you know until 
they know that you care.”  Paul begins by listening and observing.  Someone once said “We have 
two ears and one mouth.  Perhaps we should listen and speak in similar proportions.”    

Athens was probably centuries past its prime when the apostle Paul arrived, but it still provided 
quite an impressive array of Hellenistic treasures — art, poetry, drama, and lively philosophical 
and religious conversation. In short, Athens was a thriving cultural marketplace. According to 
Robert Dunham, 

To understand both Paul’s speech and the response to it, one must first have a sense 
of the way religious conversation took place in Athens. The Hellenistic religious 
world Paul encountered was very pluralistic; in fact, it makes the multi-cultural 
religious combination of our time seem rather bland. In something of a pre-cursor to 
globalization, the Hellenistic world had been unified by the expansive conquests of 
Alexander the Great, and as a result, cultural habits and assumptions and beliefs began 
to flow in two directions. Some of the finest of Greek culture was exported to the far 
corners of the then-known world, and from those expeditions Alexander also sent or 
brought back to Athens the best of what he found. The cultural flow evidently included 
a steady procession of foreign deities, for by the time Paul stood in the markets of 
Athens, a great many religions were co-existent at the center of the Hellenistic world. 
Tolerance of foreign divinities was apparently quite remarkable. As people moved to 
Greece, they brought their gods with them, and they were welcomed.3  

2   https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-would-aristotle-do-in-a-pandemic-11587048934
3   See Dunham, Robert E., Interpretation April 2006 https://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/pdfviewer/
pdfviewer?vid=2&sid=3919070e-acb7-4753-8672-faeffd076b60%40sdc-v-sessmgr02
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Joel Marcus, one of my professors, notes, “The Greeks, and later the Romans, rather than telling 
the immigrants that they would have to worship the Greek and Roman gods exclusively, adopted 
the practical solution of saying, ‘All right, you continue to worship your gods and goddesses, 
and we’ll worship them, too—and you worship ours.’ That way, no one’s god was slighted, and 
everyone was happy.” (Paul at the Aeropagus: Windows on the Hellenistic World, BTB 18)
 
Paul understood that context matters.  He writes elsewhere, “To the Jews I became as a Jew, in 
order to win Jews.  To those under the law I became as one under the law . . . so that I might 
win those under the law.  To those outside the law I became as one outside the law. . . to the 
weak I became weak, so that I might win the weak.  I have become all things to all people, that 
I might, by all means, save some.”4 

With so many different moral philosophies out there, and so many different takes on religion, 
we can become incredibly indecisive in life.  Don’t commit to anything, remain fluid.  “When 
in Rome, do as the Romans.”  But what you worship, what you believe, makes a difference in 
how you live your life.    

Athens was the marketplace of ideas in the ancient world.  Paul found common ground there.  
Wherever you are, you have to find common ground.  They could agree that God gives life to 
everything.  And Paul quoted from one of their poets, affirming that we are all God’s offspring.  
And he agreed with them that it makes no sense to think you can make a God out of wood or stone.  
So he begins with a common understanding.  Paul doesn’t attack their uncertainty about God.  He 
doesn’t dismiss all their ideas as worthless trash.  And he didn’t lay into them as guilty sinners.  The 
early church welcomed rather than rejected those who felt uncertain about God.  They kept the 
doors of their homes and their hearts open to those who were undecided about the Lord.  

So, it bothers me when I hear people saying they think they will feel unwelcome in church, 
because they cannot accept some of the specifics of Christian faith.  Somewhere they got the 
idea that the people who go to church are people totally convinced and absolutely committed.  
And therefore, they look with suspicion at other people’s uncertainties.  If you knew the mixture 
of belief and unbelief that we bring to church with us, you might just be surprised.  The people 
who worship in the church come from a variety of religious traditions and experiences.  Our 
unity is not because of our unanimity.  We just want to know if God can give meaning to our 
lives in this world where a lot of our friends call faith in the Lord nonsense.  In this way the 
church then and now is not too different.

4   I Corinthians 9:20-22
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One reason I’m grateful for this new context for preaching online is that many people are tuning 
in who might otherwise never come to church.  You don’t have to worry about where you’re 
going to park or what you’re going to wear.  Not knowing the drill, you don’t have to worry 
that you might stand up or sit down at the wrong time and reveal your lack of experience.  You 
don’t have to wonder if your agnostic friends might see you and ridicule you.  You don’t have 
to worry that you might be sitting in someone else’s pew.  The threshold for checking out the 
church has become a low speedbump rather than an obstacle.  You can watch from home and 
see for yourselves whether there is anything worth tuning in for.  It puts some pressure on us 
preachers.  Every preacher has to learn that context matters.

The context we find ourselves in during this pandemic allows us a chance to experience church 
as it existed in the first century.  They met in homes.  There were no sanctuaries or churches or 
well-developed systematic theologies.  They were simply drawn to the Lordship of Jesus Christ, 
and it caused them to rethink how they lived their lives and, more importantly, why they lived 
their lives.  And they were drawn toward one another, to break bread together, to share in caring 
for others, and to learn together what it means to follow Jesus.

We can’t remain forever indecisive in life.  We can’t accumulate interesting philosophies and 
ideas and never actually rely upon any of them.  So, I invite you to ask yourself, if you were 
to give yourself to Christ in a new and deeper way, would that diminish your life or enlarge it?  
Would it enrich your life or impoverish it?  Would you get hold of the very best in yourself and 
in him or the worst?  The world still seems so uncertain and undecided about this Lord.  But 
this is the Lord we declare – Jesus Christ – the living presence of Christ our Lord.      

Though we are distant physically during this social isolation, the context still allows us to be 
together – we can still break bread together on this the first Sunday of the month.  And we are 
still the church gathered, worshiping together.  So get your bread and juice ready so we can 
celebrate the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper together at the conclusion of the service.  Like the 
early church we are going to share this sacrament in our homes today.  Lord, give us this day 
our daily bread!  Thanks be to God.  Amen


